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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews work at the University of Southampton and its spin-out company Perpetuum towards the use of
vibration energy harvesting in real applications. Perpetuum have successfully demonstrated vibration-powered condition
monitoring systems for rail and industrial applications. They have pursued applications were volume is not a particular
constraint and therefore sufficient power can be harvested. Harvester reliability and longevity is a key requirement and
this can be a challenging task in high shock environments. The University of Southampton has investigated the
miniaturization of the technology. MEMS electromagnetic harvesters were found to be unsuitable although miniaturized
devices fabricated using bulk components did perform well. Screen printed piezoelectric harvesters were also found to
perform well and were ideally suited to a low profile application where device thickness was limited. Screen printing
was not only used to deposit the active piezoelectric material but also an inertial mass ink based on tungsten. This
enables the device to be printed entirely by screen printing providing a low-cost route to manufacture. Finally, details of
a simulation tool that can take real world vibrations and estimate vibration energy harvester output was presented. This
was used to simulate linear and nonlinear harvesters and in many applications with a characteristic resonant frequency
the linear approach was found to be the optimum. Bistable nonlinear harvesters were found to work better with more
random vibration sources.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Vibration energy harvesting is the conversion of ambient kinetic energy, present in the form of vibrations, into electrical
energy. It is an established research topic with numerous review papers on the topic as a whole1 and on more specific
subtopics such as the use of piezoelectric materials2 and methods to increase the operational bandwidth of vibration
energy harvesters3. Harvesting kinetic energy is just one of the sources of environmental energy that can be exploited,
others including photovoltaic, thermoelectric and ambient RF4. Energy harvesting generally refers to the generation of
electrical power in the microwatt to watt range and whilst the concept is identical to renewable power generation, the
scale of the energy delivered, and some of the principles involved, is very different. Energy harvesting is typically used
as a local power supply for autonomous systems such as wireless sensor nodes and therefore the harvester itself is just
one part of a system that will usually include power management electronics, energy storage and the load electronics (i.e.
the electronics required to perform the required function e.g. sensors, microprocessor and wireless communications)5. In
order to optimize the system performance, the system design should be optimized as a whole and measures employed,
such as duty cycling the system and careful selection of components, in order to minimize power consumption.
It is obvious the design of the load electronics is dictated by the requirements of the application, but the design of the
vibration energy harvester (VEH) and its associated power conditioning electronics is also determined by the application.
The characteristics of the environmental vibrations driving the VEH such as vibration amplitude, frequency spectra and
any variations in environmental resonances will govern the dynamic behaviour of the harvester. Application constraints
such as the space available for the harvester will influence the volume and form factor of the VEH. The required function
of the load electronics will define the specification for the power output required from the VEH and the necessary
capacity of the energy storage mechanism. Only by considering all these factors can the feasibility of a VEH to supply
power for an autonomous system be determined.
This paper considers real applications of VEH and highlights the constraints imposed by applications and the lessons
have been learnt in attempting to design a VEH within these constraints. The paper is a predominantly a review of work
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undertaken at the University of Southampton and at Perpetuum Ltd, a spin out company from Southampton that has
developed practical VEHs and deployed autonomous systems powered by vibration energy harvesting. It also considers
the fundamental effects of miniaturizing the technology and also the associated fabrication processes employed. The
paper covers electromagnetic and piezoelectric energy harvesters fabricated using a variety of techniques and also
discusses the effect of real application vibrations on the output of linear and nonlinear VEHs.

2.

VIBRATION ENERGY HARVESTING THEORY

VEHs comprise of a mechanical system that couples environmental vibrations to a transduction mechanism that
generates electrical energy from the motion of the mechanical system. A well designed mechanical system will
maximize the energy coupled to the transduction mechanism and its behaviour may be linear or nonlinear. VEHs are
typically inertial systems with the mechanical component (inertial mass) attached by a spring element to an inertial frame
that acts as the fixed reference. The inertial frame transmits the vibrations to the suspended inertial mass producing a
relative displacement between them. The size of the inertial mass, its amplitude and frequency of displacement determine
the mechanical energy captured by the harvester. The vast majority of early VEHs were linear systems characterised by a
traditional second order spring mass damper system. Such a system will possess a resonant frequency that should be
designed to match a characteristic frequency present in the application environment. This approach magnifies the
environmental vibration amplitude of by the quality factor (Q-factor) of the resonant system and this is an important
consideration since vibration levels on the majority of industrial equipment are very low (discussed in more detail later).
The theory of inertial based VEH is well documented6 and only the basic equations characterizing the mechanical energy
captured by the harvester (Pav, equation 1) and the power in the electrical domain (Pe, equation 2) are given below. In
equation 1, the driving vibrations will determine the resonant frequency, ωres, of the VEH and the external vibration
amplitude Y. The design of the VEH will determine the inertial mass, m, and the maximum inertial mass displacement,
zmax. Equation 1 also highlights the challenges associated with miniaturizing a VEH. The inertial mass scales with linear
dimension l3 and zmax scales with l so Pav scales with l4 and scaling devices down in size will fundamentally reduce the
energy captured by the harvester. Miniaturization also tends to increase the resonant frequency and move ωres away from
the characteristic frequencies present in many potential applications.

=

(1)

Whilst equation 1 is informative, it is the power in the electrical domain which is of real interest and this is determined
by the electrical and mechanical damping present. Electrical damping is provided by the transduction mechanism whilst
mechanical damping refers to other losses such the effects of the surrounding air molecules and clamping losses.
Maximum power occurs when these damping effects are equal and equation 2 can then be used to predict the power in
the electrical domain where is a the external acceleration and QOC the open circuit quality factor of the VEH.

=

(2)

Equation 2 is a very useful equation since the variables can all be measured experimentally.

3.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF VIBRATION ENERGY HAREVSTING

The first practical examples considered here come from Perpetuum’s experience of applying the technology in industrial
and rail applications7. In both cases the application is condition monitoring i.e. wirelessly monitoring the health of
equipment and components. In both cases the VEH must supply sufficient power to sense, process and transmit vibration
data that provides information regarding the health of, for example, a bearing. This is an elegant solution since the
vibrations it is monitoring power the system. These scenarios provide a valuable insight into the technical challenges of
the applications and the type of application scenario that makes a successful business case for vibration energy
harvesting.
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3.1 Rail app
plications
The conditionn monitoring of rail wheel bearings is a very
v
large pottential markett and includess both passeng
ger and freighht
trains. There is a clear business argumennt for detectinng the early deeterioration inn wheel bearinngs as failure in service cann
lead to expennsive delays across
a
the nettwork and connsiderable cusstomer inconvvenience. In ppassenger traiins the cost of
retrofitting a wired solutionn is prohibitivvely expensivee. In freight trrains there is no
n power in anny of the wago
ons so a wiredd
solution is sim
mply not an option.
o
Batteriies are not suiitable due to th
he specified temperature raange (-40 to +85
+ 0C) and thee
additional maintenance
m
reequirement iss not acceptaable to the rail
r
industry. Since the w
wheel bearing
gs are locatedd
underneath thhe train, and given the diirty rail envirronment, solaar cells are noot an option. There are, however,
h
highh
vibration leveels but these are not at a fixed frequenncy and the VEH
V
will alsoo be subject too very high shock
s
loadingg.
Finally, theree is a relativelyy large amounnt of free space available an
nd the VEH is not constrained in this way
y.
Perpetuum haave developedd a complete sensor
s
system
m enabled by energy
e
harvestting. The VEH
H at the heart of the system
m
has been carefully designeed to operate within the reequired frequ
uency range and
a survive veery high shocck levels. Thee
system includdes power management
m
annd energy stoorage and, together with the
t VEH, thiss has all been
n designed too
provide a 25 year maintennance free opeerational lifetim
me. The systeem can be sim
mply bolted too existing bearring houses ass
shown in figuure 1 and is thherefore very easy to retrofit. The wireless sensor repports to a dataa collection module
m
locatedd
elsewhere onn the train andd this in turn reports to thee train operato
or via the celllular networkk providing an
n indication of
bearing healthh updated veryy 15 minutes across the raill fleet.
It is interestiing to contraast this appliccation to the potential for vibration ennergy harvestiing powered Tire Pressuree
Monitoring Systems
S
(TPM
MS), which iss a legal requuirement in many
m
countriess. Tires provide high levells of vibrationn
energy again with the potenntial for high amplitude shoocks and theree is a requirem
ment for a maiintenance free power supplyy
but the businness case is not
n so clear. The TPMS is
i periodically
y measuring and transmittting pressure data and not
sampling accelerometers for
fo sufficient time
t
to gain an
a indication of
o bearing heaalth, as is the case in the raail applicationn.
Therefore thee TPMS requiires considerabbly less energgy to operate and
a batteries can
c supply thee system for between
b
5 andd
12 years. Thee automotive industry is allso very cost sensitive and
d were a VEH
H to be develooped that cou
uld replace thee
battery, it woould have to bee of comparabble cost. This makes
m
it an ex
xtremely challenging appliccation that cou
uld potentiallyy
be addressed by a MEMS VEH
V 8, but maargins would be
b tight.

Figure 1. Perpetuum’s VEH
V
powered wireless
w
wheel bearing
b
monitoring system boltts to attaches too existing bolts enabling
e
(
simple rettrofitting (left). Perpetuum’s inndustrial VEH (right).

3.2 Industriial application
ns
Perpetuum haave also develloped a VEH to power induustrial conditiion monitorinng equipment. Unlike the raail applicationn,
the majority of industrial applications
a
o
operate
at fixeed frequenciess (50/60 or 1000/120 Hz - sstatistically th
he 100/120 Hzz
provides morre power). Thhis is the most straightforw
ward case for a VEH since it can be dessigned to operrate at a fixedd
resonant freqquency. Howeever, analysinng vibration data in moree detail reveaals that in prractice there is a range of
frequencies and
a therefore the harvester bandwidth haas to carefully
y chosen to caapture as mucch of the rang
ge as possiblee.
The vibrationn levels furtheer complicate this, which caan be very low
w (<25 mg, 1g = 9.81 m/s2). If the VEH
H bandwidth iss
too large, the Q factor may
m be too loow to harvestt sufficient en
nergy from very
v
low vibrration amplitu
udes. Reliablee
operation is required
r
over many
m
years annd the VEH must
m operate accross wide tem
mperature rangges.
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Perpetuum haave developed a fully ATE
EX certified VEH that hass been speciffied for use by the manufaacturers of thee
leading indusstrial conditioon monitoringg equipment (e.g.
(
Emerson
n, GE Sensingg, Honeywelll). The powerr conditioningg
module develloped by Perppetuum has beeen developedd so it can also accept inpuuts from otherr types of enerrgy harvestingg
modules (e.g.. thermoelectrric modules) enabling
e
a rangge of harvesting solutions to
t be combineed.

4.

MINATUR
RISED ELEC
CTROMAG
GNETIC VE
EH FOR IND
DUSTRIAL APPLICAT
TIONS

Perpetuum’s solutions are fully engineeered solutionss for use wherre there are no
n real space constraints. Southampton’s
S
s
first work on a fixed frequuency MEMS VEH was unddertaken durin
ng the Europeean Union (EU
U) funded pro
oject Vibrationn
Energy Scaveenging (VIBE
ES)9. The projeect involved thhe miniaturizaation of electrromagnetic10 aand piezoelecttric11 VEH forr
applications where
w
space is more limitted. The electtromagnetic device,
d
shownn in figure 2, demonstrated
d many of thee
challenges asssociated withh miniaturizing the technoloogy using ME
EMS technoloogy. The desiggn places the coil (figure 2
(left) shows a traditional wound
w
coil with
w internal diameter
d
0.6 mm,
m outer diameter 2.4 m
mm, 390 turnss) on a siliconn
paddle that iss designed to vibrate lateraally (side to side). The mag
gnetic field was
w supplied bby bulk permaanent magnetss
located in thee packaging abbove and beloow the 5.7 x 6 x 0.525 mm chip. The pow
wer output froom this devicee was just 0.122
μW at 3.4 mss-2 at 9.5 kHz into 110 Ohm
m load. This loow power leveel was due to excessive meechanical dam
mping and poorr
electromagneetic coupling. Also the frequuency is far tooo high to be practically usseful. Using ann integrated coil
c in place of
the wound cooil (figure 2 right)
r
makes the situation worse
w
becausee of the increaase in resistannce of the coil12. This workk
confirms thatt electromagneetic devices off any type do not scale dow
wn in size favoorably (certainnly not to the microscale).
m

Figure 2.
2 MEMS electrromagnetic VEH
H with wound coil
c 10 (left) andd integrated coill13 (right)

t
was moree
The piezoeleectric MEMS harvester shoown in figuree 3 was also fabricated inn the VIBES project and this
successful thaan the electrom
magnetic MEMS harvesterr with the integ
grated coil. It had an unpacckaged devicee volume of 255
mm3 and dellivered 1.4 µW at 1.7V from
fr
19.6 m/ss2 acceleration
n at a frequeency of 840 H
Hz11. It was found that ann
interdigital ellectrode arranggement produuced the most power since it exploited thee d33 piezoelecctric propertiees of the film.

Figure 3. MEMS
M
piezoeleectric VEH11
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Given thhe poor perform
mance of the MEMS electrromagnetic VE
EH, a miniatuure version waas assembled by hand usingg
bulk com
mponents. Thhis represents a pragmatiic approach for achieving a suitable electromagn
netic couplingg
coefficient. The electrromagnetic cirrcuit was the same as for the
t MEMS deevice but the m
magnets weree attached to a
cantileveer and movedd relative to a fixed coil (ssee figure 4)144. The VEH used
u
a tungstten inertial maass and had a
3
packagedd size of 0.8 cm weighing 1.6 grams. Itss power outputt was 58 μW, producing 1.12 V across a 15 kΩ load at
a
an input acceleration of 0.6 ms-2. This
T
equated to
t a conversio
on efficiency of 51% of meechanical eneergy convertedd
into electtrical. It was tuned
t
to operaate at 50 Hz matching
m
the typical
t
frequenncy of equipm
ment using eleectrical motorss
and a conndition monitooring system, shown in figuure 4, was dem
monstrated powered entirelyy by this VEH
H15.

3ntilever bean

lamp

Magnets

Tuncjsten
inertia I mass

Coil

Figurre 4. Miniature electromagnetic cantilever VE
EH14 (left) and self
s powered coondition monitooring system15 (right).
(

5.

S
SCREEN
PR
RINTED VE
EH FOR HE
ELICOPTER
R APPLICA
ATIONS

H designed to harvest the vvibrations exp
perienced in a
The next exaample is anotther cantileverr based piezooelectric VEH
helicopter as part of an EU
U funded prooject TRIADE
E16. Helicopters are a goodd subject for vvibration enerrgy harvestingg
because the amplitude
a
of vibrations
v
are quite large accross the airfrrame and the frequencies arre fixed due to
t the constannt
rotor speed. The
T VEH waas intended too power a system that mon
nitored a rangge of parameteers as part off a Health andd
Usage Monitoring System (HUMS). Thhe challenge with
w this appliication was asssociated withh the requirem
ment to embedd
the system inn the compositte structure off the helicopteer and therefo
ore it has to be approximateely the size of a credit cardd
and 3 mm thiick with a targget power outpput for the VE
EH of 100 μW
W.
The solution developed was
w based upoon a screen prrinted piezoellectric materiaal17. Screen pprinting is an attractive andd
straightforwaard fabricationn process forr depositing active
a
materiaals onto subsstrates and, bby developing
g other screenn
printable matterials such as
a a tungstenn paste, the innertial mass can also be increased by the printing process. Thee
cantilever waas a T shape as
a shown in fiigure 5 with leength 30 mm,, mass width 47
4 mm and a mass of 2.8 grams.
g
The Tshape was used to minim
mize the tip displacement
d
and it operatted at around 66 Hz whicch matched a characteristicc
frequency of the helicopterr. The power output
o
was a very
v
useful 24
40 μW with a peak voltage of 5 V from an
a accelerationn
of 3.9 ms-2, which
w
was suffficient to pow
wer the credit card
c
sized systtem shown in figure 5 (righht). This resultt was obtainedd
on a shaker in
i the lab witth a sinusoidaal peak that matched
m
the taarget applicatiion frequencyy. It was very interesting too
observe that the
t output pow
wer falls wheen actual heliccopter vibratio
ons are replicaated on the shhaker rather th
han just a puree
sine wave18. An investigaation was alsoo undertaken into the use of multiple piezoelectric
p
llayers by prin
nting alternatee
electrode andd piezoelectricc layers19. Whhilst this increeases the surfaace area of thee piezoelectric material, it also increasess
the device cappacitance andd the strain expperienced willl not be the saame for each piezoelectric
p
llayer with the top most film
m
experiencing maximum strress as the canntilever bends. It was found
d that two layeers do increasee the RMS po
ower output byy
over 40% com
mpared with the
t single layeer. Adding a third
t
layer, ho
owever, reducees the power bby 20 % comp
pared with thee
two layer VE
EH. This is duee to the uneveen stress distribbution and red
distribution off the charge accross all the electrodes.
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Figuure 5. Screen prrinted piezoelecctric VEH (left)) and self poweered system17 (riight)

6.

A
APPLICATI
ION OF RE
EAL VIBRA
ATION DAT
TA TO LINE
EAR AND N
NONLINEA
AR VEH

Two databasees exist for reeal vibration data,
d
one is heeld by the UK
K’s energy harrvesting netw
work20 and the other held byy
21
the NiPS Labboratory at thee University of
o Perugia . These
T
enable the user to doownload actuaal vibration daata and replayy
them back thhrough a laborratory shaker thereby testinng devices witth real applicaation vibrationns. Care shou
uld be taken too
ensure the labboratory shakeer is calibratedd to compensaate for any no
onlinearities. This
T data has aalso been used
d in a C-basedd
simulation tool to test the energy harvessted by differeent types of VEH
V 22. This work
w
analysedd eight types of
o VEH: linearr
Q electromagnnetic bistablee, electromagn
netic Duffingelectromagneetic with highh Q, linear ellectromagneticc with low Q,
nonlinear as well as lineear piezoelecttric with highh Q, linear piezoelectric
p
w
with
low Q, piezoelectricc bistable andd
piezoelectric Duffing-nonllinear. The ouutput of these devices were simulated using vibration data from a ferry
f
engine, a
combined heaat and power (CHP) plant pump, a car engine,
e
a heliicopter and white noise vibbration. The purpose
p
of thiss
comparison was
w to comparre linear, bistaable and Dufffing’s nonlineaar structure foor each particuular transduceer. It is not thee
intention to compare the ellectromagneticc and piezoeleectric transduccers.
It was found that linear haarvesters prodduce more eneergy in most applications where
w
a clearr characteristicc frequency iss
present (e.g. ferry, CHP and
a helicopteer). The Duffiing non-lineaar produced more
m
energy ffor a car engine due to itss
broader banddwidth. The biistable piezoellectric producced most energy from whitee noise. Electtromagnetic biistable did not
due to higheer damping annd lower vellocities. This work presen
nted a straighhtforward moddelling tool that
t
enables a
particular typpe of VEH to be
b characterissed against parrticular appliccation scenarioos. The resultss presented in
n the full paperr
used a speciffic set of paraameters and thhese can all bee adjusted in order to optim
mise a particuular harvester design beforee
subsequent faabrication.

7. CONCLUSI
C
IONS
mental vibratiion energy haarvesting reseaarch is now mature,
m
many research
r
challlenges exist in
n applying thee
Whilst fundam
technology annd taking devvices from the lab and out innto the real world.
w
In orderr to facilitate tthis, research should ideallyy
consider real world applicaations at an eaarly stage in orrder to ensure relevance andd to appreciate the real worrld constraintss.
With vibratioon energy harvvesting, size does
d
matter: smaller
s
devicees produce lesss power for a given input excitation andd
also tend tow
wards higher frequencies.
f
T inherentlyy low power of
The
o MEMS scaale harvesters also weakens the businesss
case for theirr use since a battery wouldd last longer at these loweer power levels. As well ass optimising the
t transducerr
performance and mechaniccal design of the
t VEH, other ways of maaximizing perrformance shoould not be ov
verlooked. Forr
o MEMS harrvesters will increase
i
outpuut power and lower operatting frequencyy
example, incrreasing the innertial mass on
(e.g. a printedd tungsten film
m of 120 μm thick on a silicon 5 x 5 x 0.525
0
structure would doubble its mass). Other
O
types of
VEH (e.g. bisstable) may allso provide moore power in applications
a
where
w
the vibraations are morre chaotic.
The criteria for
fo a successfuul practical depployment of thhe technology
y are fairly obvious:
•

Batteries and solaar cells are unssuitable.

•

Suitaable vibrationns present in thhe applicationn environment (amplitude annd frequencies).
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•

Given any size constraints, the power output is sufficient for application electronics and operating scenario.

•

Reliable VEH and system components.

•

Development and implementation costs justified by user savings or other criteria (e.g. safety).

Commercializing the technology adds cost constraints that can radically affect harvester design. Design tools that
incorporate real world vibrations are available that will assist in in assessing the viability of a particular application.
Whilst there are not yet many large scale practical applications of the technology, the experiences of Perpetuum indicate
they do exist and with the growing interest in topics such as the Internet of Things further opportunities will arise.
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